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The word *semiotics* derives from the ancient Greek words for *sign* and *signal*. As the discipline studying and documenting signs, sign behavior, sign creation, and sign functions, semiotics is an ideal tool for conducting research in various domains, and especially in the domain dealing with how signs are learned. Human beings are sign-users, and semiotics can also serve as a meta-language the function of which is to describe human action. Semiotics exceeds the science of linguistics, the latter limited to verbal signs of words and sentences, and encompasses both natural and invented signs, such as culturally specific artifacts. As currently practiced, semiotics is used mainly as a methodological tool to study such sign-based phenomena as body language, aesthetic products, visual communication, media, advertising, narratives, material culture (clothing, cuisine, etc.) and rituals—in a phrase, anything that is informed by sign-based activities or behavior. One of its modern-day founders, the Swiss philologist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857–1913), defined it as the science concerned with “the role of signs as part of social life” and “the laws governing them” (Saussure, 1916, p. 15). From this basic conceptual platform, semioticians started around the middle part of the twentieth century to collaborate with cognate disciplines and develop interdisciplinary branches, such as zoosemiotics, biosemiotics, media semiotics, anthropological semiotics, and so on.

Until recently, the idea of amalgamating signs with learning theory and education to establish a new branch, which can be called *edusemiotics*, has never really crystallized, even though the great Russian psychologist Lev S. Vygotsky had remarked already in the 1930s that the “very essence of human memory is that human beings actively remember with the help of signs” (1978, p. 51). In these words can be detected the *raison d’être* for establishing a connection between *semiotics* as the science of signs, *learning theory* or the science of how signs are learned, and *education*, that is, philosophy coupled with the practical art/science of teaching individuals how to interpret and understand signs.

The person who has in recent times most attempted to bring semiotics and education closer together is the Editor of the current magnificent volume that I would consider to be the foundational text for sculpting a veritable *edusemiotics for the future*. Needless to say, much important work on the viability of using semiotics in education has been conducted throughout the twentieth century. But what is lacking in my view from the relevant literature is a practical framework for synthesizing the many, yet still scattered, insights into how human representational systems are learned and how these can be used to construct appropriate pedagogical curricula and methods. This book will allow semioticians and educators working together to do just that.
Let me say a few words first about the range and scope of the various essays in the volume before I come back to the notion of edusemiotics. The opening chapter by Winfried Nöth is a wonderfully-crafted synopsis of the many reasons and criteria for forging an edusemiotics, based on the obvious, but still not widely-accepted, fact that semiotics is the ideal tool for understanding learning in its corporeal and experiential totality. The chapter written by Andrew Stables then lays the epistemological notions that will allow for an integration of learning theory, educational practices, and semiotics. All new branches need a theoretical apparatus and a philosophical foundation with which to evolve and through which research can be conducted. Stables provides one. Modifications to any model, such as this one, will come with experience and through a debate of the relevant research findings. Howard Smith’s chapter explicates how the Peircean view of the sign is the appropriate one for edusemiotics. The sophisticated, yet marvelously clear, model of semiosis that Peirce has left for us is truly an insightful one for understanding an integrative mind-body-experience basis of how human beings learn new things and how they infer meanings from the information they process. Essentially, Peirce showed us that there are two basic processes involved in semiosis that can be characterized as “know-how” and “knowledge”. The latter is the desired end-state of any learning process; but the former entails creative and imaginative processes that must be activated in order for learning to occur in the first place.

Semetsky’s first essay deals with a critical aspect of any educational situation, namely the moral basis of education. But morality is a matter of history, not biology, and thus has to be revisited by educators in the light of the unique expository method for understanding this as based on Dewey’s and Peirce’s philosophies of nature and semiosis. This approach provides the conceptual tools for penetrating the moral instinct within us in its varying culturally-specific manifestations and, thus, for drafting a morally-neutral, yet ethically-appropriate, theory of learning as embodied in experience. Torjus Midtgarden’s chapter is a clear, seriously-contemplated research into developing a theoretical model for edusemiotics (as I have called it here). More important than the actual model proposed here is the remarkable depth of historical knowledge that the author brings to the chapter. There is no science without a historical/cultural platform on which it can be constructed. The chapters by Sébastien Pesce, Tony Whitson (who provided two essays for this volume), Ronald Bogue and Inna Semetsky, Deborah L. Smith-Shank, and the two by Wolf-Michael Roth and Michael G. Hoffmann look at the educational/learning experience from different semiotic angles and in the interdisciplinary contexts. What we get from their chapters is a theory-practice nexus elaborating on how edusemiotics can, concretely and experientially, enrich educational (importantly, both formal and informal) practices and what kinds of curricular and pedagogical implications it enfolds. Undoubtedly, practice informs theory, as Peirce certainly taught every semiotician. Thus, these essays provide specific conceptualizations that can be amalgamated into an overall theory of edusemiotics. The remaining chapters by Louis H. Kauffman on virtual logic, Inna Semetsky on the ancient “Know Thyself” modality of education and the semiotics of
images, and Tomasz Szkudlarek on the political ideologies in educational practices, provide the finishing philosophical touches to the emerging model of education and the viability of an edusemiotics.

Semiotics is ultimately a form of inquiry into how humans shape raw sensory information into knowledge-based categories through sign-interpretation and sign-creation, that is, through the use of forms that stand for the categories. Signs that penetrate the flux of information are intelligent selections which are taken in by our senses or our intuitions, allowing us to encode what we perceive as meaningful in it and, thus, to learn and remember it. We are born into a system of sign-use, called the semiosphere by the late Estonian semiotician Yuri Lotman (1922–1993), that will largely determine how we come to view the world around us (Lotman, 1991). The semiosphere, like the biosphere, regulates human behavior and shapes social evolution. But although we humans do not appear to do much about the biosphere, we still have the ability to reshape the semiosphere in the course of our actions and socio-cultural practices. This ability to create new signs and sign systems is what distinguishes human semiosis from all other kinds of sign and signal systems in other species. Our textual resources, for instance, stimulate us to seek new meanings and new ways of seeing the world. These open up the mind, encourage creativity, and engender freedom of thought. As Charles Sanders Peirce often wrote in his correspondence, it would seem that as a species we are inclined to “think only in signs.”

The difference, yet intrinsic interconnection, between semiosis and human intelligent action can be seen in early childhood behaviors. When an infant comes into contact with an object, his/her first reaction is to explore it with the senses, that is, to handle it, taste it, smell it, listen to any sounds it makes, and visually observe its features. This exploratory phase of knowing, or of cognizing, an object can therefore be called sensory cognizing (Sebeok and Danesi, 2000), because the child is using innate sensory systems to cognize the object in terms of how it feels, tastes, smells, etc. The resulting units of knowledge allow the child to re-cognize the same object subsequently so that he/she will not have to examine it over again with the sensory apparatus. Now, as the infant grows, he/she starts to engage more and more in semiotic behavior that clearly transcends this primary sensory cognizing phase; i.e. he/she starts to imitate the sounds an object makes with the vocal cords and to indicate its presence with the index finger. At that point in the child’s development, the object starts to assume a new mental form of knowledge; it has, in effect, been transferred to the physical strategy itself used by the child to imitate its sound features or indicate its presence. This strategy produces the most basic type of sign which, as Charles Morris (1946) suggested, allows children from that point on to replace the sign for the object. Psychologically, this is known as displacement. As children grow, they become increasingly more adept at using signs to represent the world in a displaced, indirect, manner.

The instance children start to understand the world through signs, they make a vital psychosocial connection between their developing bodies and conscious thoughts to that world. To put it figuratively, signs constitute the “representational
“glue” that interconnects their body, their mind, and the world around them in a holistic fashion. Moreover, once children discover that signs are effective tools for thinking, planning, and negotiating meaning with others in certain situations, they gain access to the historically-produced knowledge repertoire of their culture. At first, the child will compare his/her own attempts at representation against their repertoire in specific contexts. But through protracted exposure and usage, the signs acquired in such contexts will become cognitively dominant in the child, and eventually mediate and regulate his/her thoughts, actions, and behaviors. Culture, context, and experience thus reshape the inbuilt learning system for the developing human being into a filter that allows him/her to reorganize the raw, yet functional, information: to process it into meaningful wholes. As a consequence, understanding of the world is not a direct one. It is mediated by historically-based signs and, thus, by the referential domains that they elicit within mind-space. In effect, learning is a semiotic process. No more, no less.

Mainstream, culture-wide educational research and practices have, to the best of my knowledge, hardly ever been shaped by semiotic theories or insights, at least until the last decade or so, thanks in no small part to people like Inna Semetsky. Education has traditionally turned to psychology to help it transform teaching into a more “learning compatible” and “performance-oriented” activity and much less to philosophy with the attention of the latter to epistemology, ontology, ethics, and deep perennial questions. The ultimate purpose of this volume is to show how semiotics can easily be adapted to this partnership, which now can be enriched with the insights of semioticians on how learning unfolds in accordance with the novel principles, unorthodox laws, and implicit and explicit properties of semiosis. The idea of incorporating semiotics into educational theories, practices, and curricula is not entirely new, but it needs to be stressed and illustrated in all kinds of ways. By is very nature, semiotics is an inter-disciplinary and transdisciplinary form of inquiry. The time has come to cast the findings and methodology of semiotics onto the domain of its natural relative discipline—education. This cross-fertilization, in my view, will benefit both semiotics and education.

The semiotic agenda for Educational Futures, as well as the semiotics-informed research, as this volume makes clear, would focus on educational programs addressing both the philosophical foundations of semiotics and semiosis and broad aspects of experiential learning. It would do this by integrating semiosis, experience, and the multiple cultural contexts of learning. I started off this brief Foreword by citing the great Vygotsky. I return to him as a concluding reflection. As Davydov and Radzikhovskii (1985, p. 59) have observed, for Vygotsky signs invariably mediated mental functions. They also point out that the “studies of the sign mediated nature of mental functions have not developed further” since Vygotsky, but that this “can be considered a weakness that can be overcome in the future.” This weakness has been gradually overcome since 1985 when these words were written. The present volume is one of the signs (no pun intended) of how it has indeed been overcome.
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I. THE SEMIOTICS OF TEACHING AND THE TEACHING OF SEMIOTICS

Semiotics and education are research fields with mutual interests and overlaps. The study of signs and sign processes help to understand how teaching means to communicate by means of signs and how learning means to interpret and to grow in the capacity of interpreting signs. Semiotics offers tools of analysis in the teaching of school subjects teaching verbal, nonverbal, and visual languages, and the teaching of semiotics itself in classes, courses, programs of study, and by means of introductions to semiotics in the form of books or internet sites has didactic implications as well as consequences for editorial and academic politics.

SEMIOTICS, TEACHING, AND LEARNING

Semiotics is relevant to education in two respects: On the one hand, teaching and learning have semiotic implications since they are both processes of semiosis; on the other, the study of processes of learning and teaching are part of, and contribute to, the study of the ontogeny of signs and communication, which is a branch of semiotics. The fields in which both disciplines overlap include the theoretical foundations of education, methodological and practical aspects of teaching and learning, as well as the questions of the ontogeny of signs and communicative competence.


Semiotic Foundations of Pedagogy

Bense (1977, p. 23) describes semiotics as fundamental to pedagogy because the theory of signs investigates and is able to develop the cognitive faculties of learners of all sensory modalities and offers the general theory of communication and the media necessary for the methodology of teaching. Cunningham (1987b, p. 214)
argues that “education based upon semiotic insights” influences our conceptions of curriculum by regarding knowledge “as a process, not a static structure to be learned and remembered.”

In his dialogue with T.A. Sebeok and J.O. Regan on “Semiotics in Education”, S.M. Lamb circumscribes the relevance of semiotics to the study of teaching and learning as follows: “Obviously education is information processing par excellence; therefore, education is right at the heart, or should be right at the heart, of semiotics. Education is a process in which the educatees, students, are building information structures within their minds” (in Sebeok et al., 1988, p. 9). In the same dialogue (see also Kaye, 1990), Regan accounts for the importance of semiotics to teaching by the argument that semiotics “examines fundamental and highly abstract concepts that are at the basis of education, namely, mind, learning, and information,” and that semiotics has provided a new perspective to pedagogy by the “broadening of interest beyond the verbal into the nonverbal” (ibid., p. 1–2). For Sebeok’s own contributions to the semiotics of education see Ponzio (2002), Petrilli & Ponzio (2005, pp. 223–230).

**Peircean foundations: experience and surprise.** Among the schools of semiotics of particular relevance to the study of education is Peirce’s semiotics (Houser 1987). Shank (1987), Cunningham (1987b), and Cunningham & Sugioka (1999, p. 207) discuss the relevance of Peirce’s method of abductive reasoning and the Peircean principle of semiosis as an infinite progress in learning and teaching. Grenier-Franceur (1989, p. 243) underlines the reciprocity of the relation between the sign and its learner with reference to Peirce’s insight that “men and words reciprocally educate each other; each increase of a man’s information involves and is involved by, a corresponding increase of a word’s information” (CP 5.313, 1893).

Important elements of pedagogy can be found in Peirce’s pragmatism. In 1903, Peirce formulates a pragmatic theory of the importance of experience in learning (see also Peirce, 1958, pp. 325–44 on “Science and Education”). His pragmatic maxim, applied to the domain of education is: “Experience is our only teacher” (CP 5.50). In his paper “What pragmatism is”, the founder of pragmatism explains why book learning is not enough. From his own experience as an experimental scientist, Peirce tells us why only practical experience, learning by experiment, teaching by examples, and observing the consequences of their doing can guide learners to knowledge:

The writer of this article has been led by much experience to believe that […] every master in any department of experimental science, has had his mind moulded by his life in the laboratory to a degree that is little suspected. […] With intellects of widely different training from his own, whose education has largely been a thing learned out of books, he will never become inwardly intimate […]. Were those other men only to take skillful soundings of the experimentalist’s mind – which is just what they are unqualified to do, for the most part – they would soon discover that […] his disposition is to think of everything just as everything is thought of in the laboratory, that is, as a question
of experimentation. Of course, no living man possesses in their fullness all the attributes characteristic of his type: it is not […] the typical pedagogue that will be met with in the first schoolroom you enter. (CP 5.411, 1905)

Experience means the predominance of the phenomenological category of secondness in contrast to the one of firstness of freedom, creativity, and spontaneity: “The idea of second must be reckoned as an easy one to comprehend. That of first is so tender that you cannot touch it without spoiling it; but that of second is eminently hard and tangible. It is very familiar, too; it is forced upon us daily; it is the main lesson of life. In youth, the world is fresh and we seem free; but limitation, conflict, constraint, and secondness generally, make up the teaching of experience” (CP 1.358, c. 1890).

The most significant didactic effect of learning by experiment, according to Peirce, is the one of surprise: “It is by surprise that experience teaches us all she deigns to teach us” (EP 2, p. 154). Surprise is especially involved in acquiring new knowledge because only surprise and new experience can change old beliefs. We “believe until some surprise breaks up the habit. The breaking of a belief can only be due to some novel experience” (CP 5.524, 1905):

It is by surprises that experience teaches all she deigns to teach us. In all the works on pedagogy that ever I read – and they have been many, big, and heavy – I don’t remember that any one has advocated a system of teaching by practical jokes, mostly cruel. That, however, describes the method of our great teacher, Experience. She says, ‘Open your mouth and shut your eyes / And I’ll give you something to make you wise;’ and thereupon she keeps her promise, and seems to take her pay in the fun of tormenting us. (CP 5.51, 1903)

Learning as semiosis. According to Cunningham (1987b, p. 204), semiotics can help pedagogy to overcome its problematic behaviorist heritage. Instead of explaining learning processes atomistically and postulating a dualism between the learner’s mind and the knowledge to be learnt, semiotics, according to Cunningham (1985, p. 432; 1987c, p. 196) offers an integrative approach which “sensitizes us to the notion that cognition always involves an interaction between the physical world and the cognizing organism,” and “questions the possibility of absolute knowledge, which stresses the provisional nature of questions and which emphasizes the knowledge generating process itself.”

The pedagogical insight that knowledge is “a process, not a static structure to be learned and remembered” (Cunningham, 1987b, p. 214) has its semiotic foundation in Peirce’s theory of semiosis as an infinite progress of becoming by which signs and meanings are connected by the human mind (cf. Sebeok et al., 1988, pp. 24–25; Semetsky, 2007b, p. 209).

Zellmer (1979, pp. 18, 43; 1980), who calls pedagogy a “guidance to semioses”, considers the Peircean triad of firstness (in the cognition of elements), secondness (in the cognition of structures) and thirdness (in the influence of elements on structures) to be constitutive of three successive phases of learning. On this basis, the author reinterprets Piaget’s developmental phases from the sensomotoric and preoperative
phases to the phase of formal operations as a semiotic progress from rhemes via dicents to arguments and from icons via indices to symbols. Iconic signs, according to Zellmer (1979, pp. 52–53), contribute to didactic motivation, but they are also predominant in mere repetitive learning; indexical signs serve to capture and direct the learner’s attention. Both icons and indices are characteristics of teaching and learning by examples (cf. Kledzik, 1985). The learning of symbols involves the highest mode of semiosis, since they presuppose “semiotic autonomy and the free choice of signs” (Zellmer, ibid.).

Semiotics as an integrative framework. The role of semiotics in pedagogy is the topic of a programmatic paper entitled “Semiotics and the School” by Charles Morris (1946, p. 327) in which the author argues that “an education which gave due place to semiotics would destroy at its foundations the cleavage and opposition of science and the humanities.” This integrative momentum of semiotics is further pursued by Cunningham (1987a, p. 370), who sees the relevance of a semiotically informed curriculum in its ability to “decompartmentalize knowledge”. In support of this argument, Thomas (1987, p. 296), e.g., writes that “to understand the value of semiotics is to understand and appreciate its capacity to cut across established disciplines without losing the power of its insight. To value semiotics is to recognize the growing need for integrating current curricula towards some unified end.” The potential of semiotics to overcome the cleavage between science and the humanities is also the topic of Sebeok’s tour d’horizon of semiotics in his contribution to the dialogue on “Semiotics in Education” with Lamb and Regan (Sebeok et al., 1988). Imbert (1980, pp. 278–89), in his paper on “Multidisciplinarity, semiotics, and pedagogy” develops the thesis that semiotic elements “in a pedagogical reform lead finally to trying to establish the place of the subject in the world and to ask whether the distinction between natural and cultural is still valid.”

Semiotic axiology. Closely related to the argument “that semiotics provides a useful framework for conceptualizing the curriculum” (Suhor, 1984, p. 250) is the idea of the relevance of semiotics to curricular evaluation. Morris (1946, p. 327), to whom valuation was a key concept in his theory of sign use, based his plea against the cleavage between science and the humanities on his theory of valuative sign use when he argues: “For the importance of accurate knowledge in the formation of preferences and decisions would at no place weaken the importance of forming preferences and decisions relevant to the insistent problems of personal and social life.” The idea of the critical evaluative potential inherent in semiotics is also adopted by Imbert (1980, p. 280), who argues that semiotics “allows us to understand semantic and axiological paradigms which are censuring ourselves,” thus contributing to individual creativity and cultural innovation. At an institutional level, the idea of semiotics as an instrument in pedagogical axiology has been adopted by Tucker & Dempsey (1991, p. 74), who develop a semiotic model for the evaluation of educational programs on the basis of the insight that semiotics offers a context for “evaluating with a perspective that is holistic, respects complexity, and fosters synthesis.”
Ecology and ecological pedagogy. Rossi (1987) discusses the pedagogical potential of Uexküll’s theory of umwelt: Cognition takes place in an environment which does not exist objectively, that is, independently of the way the perceptual organs of a given species presents its environment to the cognizing minds. What a subject perceives is not an objective reality, but a reality mediated by the way the perceptual organs present it to the subject. The author argues that teachers should operate according to an “umwelt discrepancy hypothesis” and take into consideration that students and teachers possess diverse environments characterized by their different life experiences and cultural backgrounds: “Teachers must always ask themselves whether the experiences they selected today for their students match the young Umwelten under their direction” (Rossi 1987, p. 308).

Lier (2004) presents an ecological-semiotic approach to language learning which imparts the insights that language can only be studied in a “situated or contextualized way” and that a pedagogical paradigm shift “from guidance to action” is necessary (p. 20). “Semiotics and ecology go hand in hand” since “an ecological perspective on language leads to a placement of learning within a semiotics of space, time, action, perception, and mind” (p. 55). In Lier’s definition, language learning is a “sign-making process in learning contexts […] constituted of physical, social, and symbolic opportunities for meaning making, and the central notion that drives this meaning making is activity” (p. 62). Another key concept of Lier’s semiotics of language learning is the concept of affordance from Gibson’s ecological psychology: “Activity, perception, and affordance are the ingredients out of which signs grow, and from which language emerges. […] Signs are not objects out there, nor thoughts in here, but relationships of relevance” (p. 63). These ecosemiotic premises (cf. Nöth, 1998) lead to the definition of the sign as a “mediated affordance” which “starts out as dialogical relationships between the person and ‘something out there’” (p. 63) and evolves in processes of semiotic growth: “In the beginning there are voice and face (as well as touch, taste, and smell), affordances perceived directly, and gradually meaningful signs emerge from and around those anchors of security, those First-nesses. Once affordances have grown into signs and signs have created the indexical infrastructure to grow language, we use language to reassure ourselves that we know where we are” (p. 63).

Teaching as Communication

The communicative aspects of teaching have different semiotic dimensions. Bock (1978, pp. 128–75), Rector & Perry (1984), and Suhor (1984) take Morris’s three dimensions of semiotics, syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics, as a framework for the study of pedagogical communication. Others have focused on various discursive aspects of pedagogical communication.

Asymmetry of teaching and learning. Teaching is an asymmetrical communication process, the more so if its method is traditional didactic teaching (Dobnig-Jühlch et al., 1981). The authority which teachers have as to their social status and professional competence characterize the situation in the classroom a communicative interaction
between unequal partners. From the point of view of social semiotics, Lemke (1987, p. 221) describes the ideology of evidence and authority in the teaching of science as a rhetoric of “evidence and logic” which “presumes that evidence ‘just exists,’ not that people have to decide that something shall count as evidence.” In conclusion of his critical investigation of ideological discourse in the teaching of science, Lemke (1987, pp. 228–29) argues that social semiotics serves to reveal the “discourse patterns that sustain the inequities of our own society. Education and semiotics meet not only in the common study of how we learn to make socially meaningful ‘signs,’ they meet also on the field of social responsibility, where we must learn together how to make meaningful social change.” Wunderlich (1969), Neuner (1979), and Zarcadoolas (1983) have studied the communicative determinants of teaching and learning from the point of view of linguistic pragmatics.

Teaching as discourse. Semiotic aspects of teaching characterize the approach of the Paris School of Semiotics to pedagogy (Fontanille, Ed. 1984, pp. 7–8, Illera 1990). In his outline of a semiotics of pedagogy, Greimas (1979, p. 8) argues that the teacher’s “persuasive doing” manifests itself in a “normative meta-discourse.” The pedagogical goal of teaching should not only be to transmit a semantic competence; the students should also acquire a modal competence of the subjects taught at school, which enable them to recognize their social values and turn them into objects of desire, necessity, and possibility. The teacher should not only have the knowledge to be transmitted but also the power to do so, despite the “almost institutionally bad conscience” associated with it. The “demythification” of didactic strategies should hence be the goal of a new pedagogy (1984, p. 127–8). At the same time, Greimas opposes a didactics relying on institutional authority, predicting that the semiotics of teaching “once constituted, will essentially be a maieutic,” and a call upon teachers to adopt the Socratic method of eliciting knowledge and clarifying doubts in a dialogic interaction between equal partners.

SEMIOTICS IN THE TEACHING OF SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL SUBJECTS

What is the role of semiotics in the teaching of different school subjects? Does semiotics, as one may ask with Greimas (1984, p. 122), play the role of a helper or the role of a subject? Semiotics is not a school subject of the curriculum of high schools, but elements of semiotics have been introduced and applied in the lessons of teachers of many language and communication related subjects.

Teaching Semiotics in Primary and Secondary Schools

In primary and secondary schools, semiotics is not a separate school subject. A justification of this exclusion of semiotics from the curriculum of public schools can be found in Morris’s theses on “Semiotics and the School”:

Semiotics as a separate discipline need not be introduced into the early levels of the school system. The acquisition of skills is not facilitated by undue attention about such skills. Skill in the use of signs would not be best served in the early
years of education by the too early introduction of a technical semiotical vocabulary. But in a non-technical language, and throughout every phase of the educational system, it would be possible to acquaint students with the main kinds of signs, and the purposes which they serve. [...] At the level of higher education, a specific and detailed study of semiotic can serve to raise to fuller awareness the training in the adequate use of signs which should have occurred throughout the earlier levels. (Morris, 1946, pp. 325–26)

In spite of these arguments, some teachers have written about their experience with teaching semiotics in the high school curriculum. Mariani Ciampicacigli (1985) has written a Guide to a Semiotics for School and Thomas (cf. 1984, 1987) has proposed a semiotics curriculum and developed textbook materials (Thomas, Ed., 1980–83). Elements of semiotic theory and results of applied semiotic research have been introduced in school within the framework of various traditional school subjects, primarily in language and arts courses (for surveys see Imbert, 1980, Suhor, 1984, Cunningham, 1987b). Concerning the place of semiotics in the teaching curriculum of schools, Imbert argues:

From an ideal semiotic point of view, a true and complete methodology of pedagogy should lead to a program that would allow, at the same time, both the freedom of being mastering (consciously or unconsciously) the rules of the manifold systems giving him the possibility to communicate, and also the freedom of the being who would be able to break the rules and to ‘see’ beyond the systems. (Imbert, 1980, p. 280)

**Language Education**

Rossi (1987), Cunningham (1985, 1992), Cunningham & Sugioka (1999), Danesi (2000, 2002, 2007), and Lier (2004) discuss semiotic aspects of language education. The goals and methods of first and second language pedagogy are evidently rather different, and their semiotic implications, too. While this section is restricted to the semiotics of first language education, semiotic aspects of foreign language learning and teaching are the topic of the next section.

**First language teaching.** Experience with introducing basic concepts of semiotics in language teaching classes is reported by Kleinschmidt (1973), Pütz (1973), Maurand (1984), and Danesi (2002). The topics of the classes described in these papers are the nature of the verbal sign in relation to nonverbal and visual signs. Other semiotic studies in first language teaching are on vocabulary development (cf. Brög, Ed., 1977, p. 79–104, Zarcadoolas, 1983) and words as symbols (Brög, Ed., 1977). Furthermore, semiotics contributes to the broadening of the scope of language teaching by offering analytic tools for the study of language in the context of nonverbal communication and the media.

**Media semiotics.** Semiotic aspects of the media in educational contexts have been discussed by Metz (1970), Schanze (1974), Martin (1982), and Suhor (1984). The didactic relevance of visual elements such as pictures Germain (1975),


Second Language Learning and Teaching

There are three main areas of contact between semiotics and the theory of foreign language teaching: the methodology of vocabulary teaching nonverbal and visual communication, and cultural semiotics. A semiotic topic in the methodology of foreign language teaching which has been given much attention is the pragmatic dimension of foreign language teaching (cf. Neuner, Ed., 1979, Zarcadoolas, 1983, Baur & Grzybek, 1990, Robra, 1993). Semiotic aspects of teaching syntactics have only rarely been approached (but see Engels, 1978). For general reviews of the semiotics of foreign language teaching see the special issue on “Language Pedagogy and Semiotics” of Degrés 38 (1984), Baur & Grzybek (1990), Brown (1991), Danesi (2000, 2002), and Lier (2004).

Semiotic aspects of FL teaching methodology. The methods of foreign language (FL) learning and teaching and their semiotic implications are topics studied by Baur & Grzybek (1990), Brown (1991), and Lier (2004). Applied to the semiotics of FL teaching, Peirce’s thesis that “the most perfect of signs are those in which the iconic, indicative, and symbolic characters are blended as equally as possible” (CP 4.448, 1903), can be read as a plea for a pluralistic methodology and complementary methods of FL teaching: Iconic signs predominate when the techniques of the audio-lingual method are applied, which encourage imitation and repetition of foreign language patterns. The audiovisual method, by contrast, with its emphasis on the situational context, combines iconic and indexical procedures in second language teaching. The visual cultural context, within which the foreign language item is placed, is presented as an icon. Indices are used in the form of gestures of showing and other modes of situational and verbal contextualization of the verbal message. The teaching of a FL can only be successful it can be recalled in the future, and this is why the learning of words as symbols is indispensable, for only “the value of a symbol is that it serves to make thought and conduct rational and enables us to predict the future” (CP 4.448, 1903). The student’s awareness of the differences between languages is nothing but an awareness of the symbolic nature of words.
In an elucidating passage on the process of learning new words in a FL, Peirce draws attention to the difference between the way a word is learned in its phonetic form and with respect to its meaning. The teacher introducing the new word can only do so if she or he introduces it first as a pure icon of the way it is be pronounced. Its meaning can only be grasped if the learner has collateral experience of the object which the word represents:

Suppose a teacher of French says to an English-speaking pupil, who asks “comment appelle-t-on ça?” pointing to the Sun, … “C’est le soleil,” he begins to furnish that collateral experience by speaking in French of the Sun itself. Suppose, on the other hand, he says “Notre mot est ‘soleil’” then instead of expressing himself in language and describing the word he offers a pure Icon of it. Now the Object of an Icon is entirely indefinite, equivalent to “something.” He virtually says “our word is like this:” and makes the sound. He informs the pupil that the word, (meaning, of course, a certain habit) has an effect which he pictures acoustically. But a pure picture without a legend only says “something is like this:”. True he attaches what amounts to a legend. But that only makes his sentence analogous to a portrait we will say of Leopardi with Leopardi written below it. (CP 8.183, s.d.)


Media semiotics. Much attention has been given to pictures and other visual context of words and texts in school books (cf. Germain, 1975, Golden & Gerber, 1990) and the audiovisual media in teaching. Semiotic aspects of the media in educational contexts are the topic of papers by Metz (1970), Schanze (1974), Jacquinot (1977), Martin (1982), and Suhor (1984). For the role of pictures in foreign language learning, see also Corder (1966), Germain (1975), Réthoré (1978), Brown (1984), and Bettini (1986). The didactic relevance of visual elements such as pictures, graphics (cf. Mariet, 1978), the comics (Robin, 1974, Brown, 1977) and symbolic codes in second language teaching is investigated by Rivene (1973) and Brown (1976, 1984, 1991) in the framework of his semiotic theory of “transcoding.”

Semiotics of culture and intercultural competence. Foreign language learning and teaching must pursue the goal of providing the learner not only with a linguistic but also with an intercultural competence, “the ability to understand culturally molded actions and to perform them in such a manner that they are or can be understood and accepted by members of the target culture” (Baur & Grzybek, 1990, p. 199).
To attain this goal, the teaching of a second language must also be the teaching of another culture. The relevance of cultural semiotics to classroom work aiming at the teaching of the cultural framework of foreign languages has been demonstrated by Beaujour & Ehrmann (1967), Köhring & Schwerdtfeger (1976), Morain (1976), Melenk (1980), Ventola (1984), Kok-Escalle (1988), Baur & Grzybek (1990), Brown (1991), and Danesi (1994, 1999). The teaching objective associated with the learning of the differences on which cultures are based can be taken as a special instance of the pedagogical objective which semiotics, according to Morris (1946, p. 327), should also pursue in the teaching of the differences existing between members of a single culture. In his words, “training in the flexible use of signs means gaining the ability to enter into fruitful interaction with persons whose signs differ from one’s own, ‘translating’ their signs into one’s own vocabulary and one’s own signs into their vocabulary, adapting discourse to the unique problems of diverse individuals interacting in unique situations.”

Other School Subjects

For the didactic use in art classes, early projects for introducing semiotics followed Barthes’s method of revealing ideological messages in the media or Peircean semiotics, as interpreted by Bense. The fields of study are advertising (Ehmer, 1973, Ehmer, Ed. 1971, Sohet 1994), signs of everyday life (Kowalski 1975, Lichtscheidl 1990), photography (Brög 1979, Busse & Riemenschneider 1979), painting (Wichelhaus 1979), and other forms of the visual arts (Sauerbier 1979). A textbook for teaching visual communication in secondary schools which includes an introduction to semiotics is Kerner & Duroy (1977).

Further school subjects to whose teaching semiotic contributions have been proposed are mathematics (Zellmer 1979), natural sciences (Lemke 1987), economics, with special emphasis on trademarks, trade names, samples, and other signs of the market place (Komar 1985), applied arts and crafts (Jansen 1978), religious instruction (Stock 1978, Röller, 1981, Röller, Ed. 1998), and special education for the hearing impaired (cf. Nöth 2010).

TEACHING SEMIOTICS AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL

Semiotics as an explicit subject of teaching is primarily a matter of classes, courses, and programs at the university level. It is taught as a course in programs of semiotics as well as in language, communication, and media studies, but it is also offered as an element of classes not only dedicated to semiotic topics in language, cultural, or media studies. Introductions to semiotics have been written for purposes of orientation, giving a survey, or in order to be uses as course books.

Semiotics as an Interdiscipline

Semiotics as an explicit subject of teaching is primarily a matter of university programs. What is the place of semiotics in the concert of university studies? Is it an academic discipline (Eco, 1976, p. 7; Pelc, 1992, Deely, 2009), a subject to be taught
in special courses (a doctrine), as Locke and Peirce saw it, a theory (Eco, 1976), a metatheory (Hjelmslev), a science (Peirce, Morris), or a mere research field (Eco, 1976), an unfinished project (Greimas) or a praxis (Kristeva)? The questions can be raised here, but answers must be sought elsewhere (cf. Nöth, 1990b, p. 312–15). The influential role of semiotics has been the one of an interdiscipline.

Courses in semiotics first began to be offered in Europe and in America in the 1960s in departments of philosophy, language, literature and aesthetics. A brief history of these beginnings is outlined by Sebeok (1976, pp. 176–180, 194b). Semiotics continues to be taught in this interdisciplinary framework in seminars which are regularly reviewed in Zeitschrift für Semiotik for the German speaking countries. Summer courses, among them the ones of Bloomington, Toronto, Urbino, Imatra, and Sozopol, have been announced and reviewed in the International Semiotic Spectrum (Toronto) and in Zeitschrift für Semiotik. Teaching programs and syllabi for semiotics as a major or minor in semiotic studies have been described by Sebeok (1979, pp. 272–79), Koch (1987), and in various institutional program and course descriptions (see also http://www.semioticon.com/semiotix/).

Research Centers and University Programs

Centers of semiotic research and chairs explicitly dedicated to semiotic studies have been established internationally in universities such as Aarhus, Bari, Berlin, Bloomington, Bochum, Bologna, Buenos Aires, Helsinki/Imatra, Lund, Kassel, La Plata, Limoges, Mons, Montevideo, Montreal, Nanjing, Paris, Perpignan, São Paulo, Sofia, Tartu, Torino, Toronto, Toulouse, Urbino, Vilnius, or Vienna (cf. Sebeok & Umiker-Sebeok Eds., 1986, 1987, Pelc, 1992, Posner, 1994; http://www.uni-ak.ac.at/culture/withalm/semiotics/SEMIObiblio/bibl5-ctr.html). In most of these programs, semiotics is an interdisciplinary endeavor, whose courses are associated with other university programs, such as philosophy, linguistics, language, literary or media studies, aesthetics, communication research, anthropology, or cultural studies.

Introductions to Semiotics

The question of how to teach semiotics in introductory courses is discussed by Danesi (1991) with respect to the textbook issue in a review of some fifteen English-language semiotics textbooks. Further introductions to semiotics in Dutch, English, French, German, Italian and Spanish are briefly reviewed by Nöth (1990a, p. 6). Currently, a much more comprehensive survey of more than 100 introductions to semiotics worldwide is being prepared by K. Kull, M. Tønnessen et al. The author of the present survey acknowledges having profited from the unpublished paper by Kull et al. in updating the bibliographical survey for his own much shorter survey of introductions to semiotics.

A typology and methodology of introductions to semiotics can be set up according to various criteria. Evidently, a classiﬁcation of the introductions according to the languages in which they are written is one of them.
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The survey in preparation by Kull et al. contains introductions to semiotics in more than twenty languages. The approaches distinguished in the following must be understood as having many overlaps; especially, the distinction between the first and the third approach is fuzzy since most “major school” approaches are written by authors who give special emphasis to one of the major schools of semiotics, to which they belong themselves. Furthermore, the premises of the way semiotics is in the focus of the various authors also vary according to their disciplinary background, which may differ as much as philosophy differs from marketing.


The applied semiotics approach. Introductory textbooks in applied semiotics dealing with methods of studying of signs and codes of everyday life, such as advertising, the comics or traffic signs are: Mounin (1979), Martinet (1973), Nöth (1975), Toussaint (1978), Berger (1984), Danesi (1994, 1999), Leeds-Hurwitz (1993) and the popular scientific introductions by Solomon (1988) and Hall (2007). The introduction by Crow (2005) was written for graphic designers. Hénault (1983), Sless (1986), Tejera (1988), and Volli (2000) have their focus on literary and text semiotics.
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2. SEMIOSIS AND THE COLLAPSE OF MIND-BODY DUALISM

Implications for Education

INTRODUCTION
A fully semiotic perspective – that is, one that regards all living as semiotic engagement, not merely the conscious communicative practices of human beings - depends on a rejection of Cartesian mind-body substance dualism (Dewey, 1925) reinforced by a problematisation of the sign-signal distinction (Stables, 2005, 2008). This chapter draws on both biosemiotic and pansemiotic explorations in the semiotics literature (e.g. Maran, 2006) and on both Peirce and Saussure as seminal figures for contemporary semiotics. In other words, a view of living as semiosis is consistent with a non-reductive naturalism and with a broadly Darwinian view of human activity (including symbolic interchange) as adaptation of the human organism. Thus all of life is, in a broad sense, educative, and learning is ubiquitous and not a special property of formal education. Furthermore, several of the key conceptual distinctions that have driven the debate about formal education are necessarily problematised from this strongly anti-dualist perspective: the absence of an absolute categorical distinction between mind and body implies not merely the absence of such a clear-cut distinction between sign (including symbol) and signal, and therefore between language and mere communication, but also between reason and instinct, thought and feeling, morality and conditioning and attitude and behaviour. Educational theory has tended to valorize the former terms (in a broadly cognitivist tradition) over the latter (as manifesting crude behaviourism), while social constructionists have challenged aspects of this set of dichotomies through social conceptions of mind (Vygotsky, 1978, and his interpreters) but have not challenged its narrow anthropocentrism or taken full account of the uniqueness of individual response. A fully semiotic theory of education must therefore be radically different from its competitors, including the neo-Vygotskian. This chapter will sketch out some of the elements of such a theory, focusing, in turn, on learning theory, teaching and the curriculum, and educational policy.

WHAT IS A FULLY SEMIOTIC PERSPECTIVE?
A fully semiotic perspective on education is one that regards everything we do as response to signs and signals. It entails more than the application of semiotics, as a commonly practised discipline, to processes and practices of education in the
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following ways. It does not draw a clear demarcating line between “signs”, as conscious elements of human communication, such as words or visual symbols, and “signals”, as unconscious, often non-human prompts to action that might be regarded as instinctive.

Most semiotics can be termed “anthroposemiotics”. (See Maran, 2006 for a clear summary of this and related positions.) That is to say: firstly, there is an assumption that only humans are, and can be, sign users, just as only human communication can properly be understood as “language”; secondly, and by implication, sign use is an aspect of mind (as opposed to ‘body’), and only human beings have minds. Alternative views have, however, been under development for some time now. Biosemiotics, for example (as in the work of Thomas Sebeok, 2000), understands all life in semiotic terms, so that, for example, DNA can be regarded as a series of codes that determine the actions of cells: the discovery of stem-cells, that can develop into any type of body cell depending on the contexts in which they are placed, offers an interesting example here as the meaning of a human utterance, too, or of a single word or other sign, similarly depends on its context within a broader process of communication. Zoosemiotics (see also Sebeok) and ecosemiotics (Maran, 2006) offer related models to explain the actions and interactions of non-human living things. Pansemiotics goes further still, arguing that everything, living or otherwise, can be explained in semiotic terms. Modern pansemiotic accounts are heavily influenced by the work of C.S. Peirce, which will be discussed below.

However, while anthroposemiotics might not be the only philosophically defendable position, there is a prima facie argument that it should offer enough to account for education. Surely all educational practice is both strictly human and about the operation of the human mind? On reflection, while the first may arguably remain undoubtedly the case (we do not commonly or easily conceive of “educating” animals – though we do “train” them), the second is not, at least insofar as “mind” is taken to mean “conscious rationality”, for physical education is concerned largely with “training the body” while other forms of education also involve elements of non-conscious physical response, including all forms of education in the arts or in any other sphere that demands emotional response, for emotions, by definition, are pre-rational. Thus many educators have attempted to move a way from a view of students as disembodied rationalities. John Dewey, for example, argued the case compellingly for regarding human beings as learning “conatively” rather than “cognitively” or “behaviourally” (Dewey, 1896, 1897, 1902, 1916; not directly quoted). That is, Dewey attempted to develop an educational philosophy grounded in the Darwinian assumption that humans are environmentally dependent organisms rather than (super)natural minds with bodies attached (on the cognitive account) or predictable mechanical reactors to rewards and punishments (on the behaviourist). Indeed, so committed was Dewey to a rejection of the view that mind and body should be treated as separate that he used the term “body-mind” (Dewey, 1925) to stress this inseparability.

Dewey has done more than any other distinguished philosopher of education to undermine Descartes’ rationalist assumption that mind and body are substantially different, two different kinds of entity that co-exist. However, as I have argued more
fully elsewhere (Stables, 2008a), Dewey did not take the further step of questioning
the distinction between language and the operation of signs (as expressions of
mind) and instinctive utterance operating as the interchange of signals (as expres-
sions of body and the mindless world of non-human animals). Yet this is a logical
next step to make, and if it is made, certain inferences can be drawn for education
that will be elaborated below. A fully semiotic perspective, therefore, goes one step
further than Dewey in problematising the distinction between sign and signal as
emblematic of the distinction between mind and body on a dualist account. In so
doing, it draws on biosemiotic and pansemiotic traditions, since problematising the
distinction between sign and signal inevitably calls into question assumptions
about the distinctive nature of human language, rationality and consciousness. This
has certain implications for education that will be explained in subsequent sections;
at the core of these rests the problem of the unpredictability of outcomes.

One might ask why educational theory has been so slow to embrace such a fully
semiotic position, particularly given the volume of literature on education as commu-
nicative, discursive or sociocultural practice (as in the work of Jerome Bruner [1997],
Gordon Wells [2008], Neil Mercer [2000] and many others including those of the
post-Vygotskian school. After all, it has long been recognized in this literature that
mind is not the property of autonomous rational souls but is rather a function, in
some sense, of collective social and cultural practice. However, this literature falls
short of the explicit claim that “living and learning (is) semiotic engagement”
(Stables, 2005: title and elsewhere) and it remains firmly anthropocentric and thus
raises few questions about either the increasingly salient question of the right
relationships between the human and the non-human world (Bonnett, 2004) or the
growth of the human as environmentally dependent and adaptive organism. One
explanation for this can be found in an examination of the roots of modern
semiotics, as there are in effect two semiotic traditions. The first is Peircean and
stresses the ubiquity of sign activity (or \textit{semiosis}) and utilises a triadic conception
of the sign; the second is Saussurean and is grounded in linguistics and an initially
dyadic, and subsequently unquantifiable conception of the sign.

Peirce was fiercely anti-anthropocentric. Indeed, as a lifelong philosopher of
science, who embraced an interest in “rhetoric” only late in life and very much on
his own terms (Stables, 2010), his interests were in how human beings make sense
of the world (through processes of induction, deduction and abduction: e.g. Peirce,
1958) and, relatedly, how the whole of the universe can be understood as, in effect,
making its own sense in similar terms through the action of “interpretant” signs.
Peirce defined the aim of speculative rhetoric (or “methodeutic”) as “the science of
the essential conditions under which a sign may determine an interpretant sign of
itself and of whatever it signifies, or may, as a sign, bring about a physical result”
(Peirce, 1904, p. 326). These are aspects of the relation between the meaning of the
sign and its source. It is important to note that everything that happens in the world,
according to Peirce, can be understood in terms of a triadic account: Representamen,
Object and Interpretant. John Deely (1990) offers the example of a thermometer to
illustrate this. On Peirce’s account, the signifier (or Representamen) thermometer
relates to an Object (air) in a dyadic relationship but this relationship lacks meaning
without the sense that is made of it. Human meaning-making happens this way, but it is important to note, according to Peirce, that the action of the thermometer measuring the air temperature is not merely a human construction, albeit the thermometer is such a construction: the air really does have a temperature that can be measured. In fact, most of the semiosic activity in the world requires no human intervention whatever though it is subject to interpretation. Furthermore, the Interpretant may not have any obvious physical reality (as in the meaning that is drawn from reading the thermometer) but might yet have observable physical consequences (such as closing the window or switching on the air conditioning). Put simply, all things are what they come to mean, and this semiosic process is ubiquitous and inevitable, with all forms of human activity forming part of it. Exactly how far Peirce saw non-human agents as capable of meaning-making is unclear, but even on the most humanistic reading, his account fully integrates human interpretation into the ongoing business of the universe.

While Peirce’s conception of the sign is triadic (Sign/Representamen – Object – Interpretant), Saussure’s is dyadic (Signifier – Signified). Saussure (1983 – first published 1917) grounded his theory in linguistic, not philosophical concerns, specifically in a concern to develop a theory of language that went beyond simple representation (as if a word simply stood for a thing in the world beyond our perceptions; for a general introduction to Saussure, see Culler, 1976). He thus devised a scheme whereby a language is construed as a socially constructed system of signs, in which a Signifier (e.g. dog/ chien/ hund) evokes a Signified (what we think of when we hear the word “dog/ chien/ hund”) and in which, furthermore, the meaning of a linguistic item is dependent on the context of its use (so “dog” can evoke rather different meanings according to its place within a particular utterance). Now, although not explicitly a philosophical claim, this move has had significant philosophical consequences for the so-called Continental tradition. Indeed, Saussure’s influence can be seen throughout the humanities and social sciences, firstly through the movement known as Structuralism, and then in Poststructuralism. The Structuralist claim is broadly that everything in the cultural world can be understood in the way a language can be understood. Saussure distinguished between Langue (the underlying grammar of a language) and Parole (its ever-varied use in actual utterances). In similar vein, the structuralists believed that, for example, media texts could be analysed as myths, or works of literature (Barthes, 1970), or that anthropology could approach issues such as gift-exchange and totem-use by trying to discover the “codes” that underpinned and drove such practices in different parts of the world (Mauss, 2001; Levi-Strauss, 2001). Poststructuralism, which has philosophical implications as challenging as those of Peirce, if not more so, simply denies that there is any underlying code or “langue”. Rather, language is a “freeplay” of signifiers (Derrida, 1978, p. 25). Furthermore,
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according to poststructuralist philosophers of difference including Derrida (1978), Deleuze and Guattari (1994) and Lyotard (1988), identity is no more or less than a symptom of relationality, such that there is no essence, absolute presence or fixed meaning. Thus the unit of meaning is actually and always a unit of difference (Lyotard refers to the “differend”, Derrida to “Différance”). This is effectively a metaphysics of absence, and it is philosophically diametrically opposed to Peirce, who referred to his ‘Pragmatism’ as ‘prope-positivism’ (Peirce, 1958, p. 192; Editor’s note: Deleuze, however, is “Peircean” in his return to metaphysics, albeit virtual). On a poststructuralist account, the validity of Peirce’s distinctions between Sign/Representamen, Object and Interpretant is called into question, and therefore so must be the other Peircean concepts that flow from them, such as that of Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness of the sign, or even between Icon, Index and Symbol.

Opposed though they are, I argue that a fully semiotic perspective must take from both the Peircean and Saussurean traditions. (See Stables, 2010 for a fuller justification.) To be “fully semiotic”, semiotics must acknowledge that its scope cannot simply be defined by human language and other conscious sign use, such as visual imagery, in recognizable “texts” including those of film or art. Rather, the boundaries of what constitutes signs are, at best, fuzzy and at worst, totally uncallable. Certainly (following Peirce), it is possible to understand all living, and perhaps all natural action, as semiosic. On the other hand, Continental semiotics leads us to abandon faith in the ever-more-knowable reality beyond our human senses and perceptions that Peirce believed in so strongly. Signs, though ubiquitous, do not have fixed meanings or identities, and the kind of progress that Peirce believed that science and human rationality would inevitably achieve must be reconsidered in the more challenging climate of poststructuralism. Finally, there is no justification for running away from the insights from either of these traditions simply on the grounds that educators might find them unsettling or even unhelpful: challenging insights are, ipso facto, challenging!

In summary, a fully semiotic tradition adopts the strongly anti-substance dualist position taken previously by Dewey, but takes this position a stage further by challenging the sign-signal distinction, drawing on both American and Continental philosophical and semiotic traditions. By definition, this position is critical of the categorical separation of mind and body. By extension, other dualisms that have been central to the development of thinking about education must also be challenged, specifically those between language and mere communication, between reason and instinct, between thought and feeling, between morality and conditioning and between attitude and mere behaviour. It is in the spirit of challenging such dualisms that the following sections will consider the implications of a fully semiotic approach for, in turn, learning theory, teaching and the curriculum, and educational policy.

FROM LEARNING TO TEACHING TO CURRICULUM

In the remainder of this chapter, I shall flesh out some of the implications of a fully semiotic approach from the inside out: that is to say, beginning with consideration of how individuals learn, moving on to the role of teachers with respect to this,
then considering the curriculum before finally moving onto the broadest context, that of general educational policy. One theme runs through all these sets of considerations, however: that of the variability and unpredictability of outcomes. Insofar as any semiotic perspective is an extension of a linguistic or literary perspective onto a broader canvas, it is valid to regard all our living as effectively reading the writing the world: that is, responding to sign(al)s (Stables, 2005) in the environment through various actions which themselves are sign(al)s. When we read a text, its meaning for us is always dependent on two considerations: firstly, how we have tended to respond to the words, phrases and similar utterances in the past (to be termed here Conditioning), and the immediate context for their reception (Context). An alternative formulation of the same point is to propose that the context of reception is all-important but that it has two dimensions: diachronic (Conditioning) and synchronic (present Context). Extending this to all activity entails a recognition that the meaning we make of any situation is dependent on an interaction between Conditioning and (present) Context that can never be fully accounted for: in part because time does not stop to allow for analysis of every situation, and in part because every individual experiences a situation from a unique vantage point, both in terms of physical location and personal orientation. Philosophically this raises interesting questions about personal freedom and determination which have important political consequences that will be considered in the final section. At a practical educational level, it means that no individual (including a teacher) can ever be fully certain of how another individual (including a student) has responded to a particular situation. For example, to take a quite feasible case, three students sitting side by side hear a teacher tell them what they will do next: the first responds to this as an exciting challenge, the second as a threat, and the third is not listening. The first student may be highly successful and motivated, or just self-deluded; the second may lack confidence in the subject, or merely dislike the teacher; the third may be habitually disengaged or have been stung by an insect just before the teacher spoke. In other words, Conditioning and Context determine response and, furthermore, how these will play out in any given situation cannot be fully known. Most educational theorists have tended to downplay this inevitable unpredictability including, I have argued, Dewey (Stables, 2008a). Indeed, anyone who assumes that the adoption of any educational policy, whether at the level of teaching technique, curriculum offering or school provision, will have a uniform outcome, is misled.

If all living is semiotic engagement, then learning must be an aspect of living, and learning must also be semiotic engagement. There are no grounds for assuming that learning is a distinctive form of life (to adopt a phrase from Wittgenstein, 1967); rather, certain examples of human interactions with sign(al)s are construed as learning. I argue that, in effect, learning does not “happen” but is rather determined to have happened, just as is the case with decisions: we tend to say, “I have made a decision” or “I learnt something today” (Stables, 2005). Learning is, then, a judgment. Not only is classical learning theory misleading, with its strong legacy of mind-body dualism reflected in the distinction between cognitive and behaviourist approaches: learning theory itself may be a chimera, an imagined entity simultaneously reified and mystified by educationalists.
In objection to this, neuroscientists may argue that the brain does indeed make new connections that result in revised patterns of behaviour. Indeed so, but this can be explained as change or adaptation (in the Darwinian sense) and does not require a separate category of learning. Furthermore, there is no doubt that such changes are going on all the time, but that many of them are not usually referred to as learning. This serves to emphasise how selective we are in using this term. What it boils down to is that “learning” is a term used to validate certain kinds and examples of personal, social and institutional change: generally speaking, those of which we approve. At times when we speak of learning, we mean social reproduction; at its most exciting it refers to something that at least feels new for the individual.

Counterintuitively, therefore (or, more precisely, in contradiction to habit), a robust theory of education does not need a very robust theory of learning, for it is merely a term of approval for certain examples of changed behaviour. The brains that light up in the psychologist’s laboratory do not learn: learning is part of being a person, and being a person is to be subject to social judgments. The school inspector who tells the teacher that good learning is going on in her classroom is actually telling her that she is doing what he (or his superiors) wants. However, the fact that there really is not much to say about learning from a fully semiotic perspective does not entail a similar dismissal of consideration of teaching.

As has already been shown, students will not react uniformly to what teachers do and say. A teaching act is an invitation, often backed up by a level of threat, but how any individual student will respond to the invitation, in the context of the likely consequences of not so doing, is never quite callable. On the other hand, teachers are employed in order to deliver (in effect) the very personal changes in their students that society will construe as learning, or having learnt. On the face of it, the teacher is in an impossible position, expected to make changes happen in his students without any means of ensuring that they do so happen. To have the greatest chance of achieving his goals, the teacher must try to motivate his pupils to want to achieve what society wants them to achieve. Put differently, the teacher is attempting to develop students’ identities whilst simultaneously challenging them. In this sense, a fully semiotic perspective makes teaching look very difficult (as it is, of course). On the other hand, by seeing students as responding organisms rather than as loose bundles of unrelated but specifiable elements (mind, body, thought, feeling, reason, impulse and so on), a semiotic approach can in fact simplify the problems. On a fully semiotic account, the difference between the educated and the rest, indeed between the criminal and the citizen, lies in how they respond to situations. To understand the problems is to know as much as possible about such responses and does not require much, if any, abstract speculation about morality, motivation or whatever.

Each act of a teacher, be it instruction, explanation, question or whatever, is then both an invitation and a threat. It invites the student to develop her worldview in some way. Indeed, it might be said that each teaching gesture is a (more or less) controlled challenge to the student’s self-identity, for the very act of presenting a new piece of information or asking someone to undertake a new activity is a way of telling them that their world is not quite as it was before: that what they thought was right is not quite right, or that their ways of doing certain things before will not
be quite the same in the future. Of course, one might add that even hearing the
same information twice, or repeatedly conducting the same activity results in
different outcomes from a fully semiotic perspective; even routine is disruptive to
this extent, just as re-reading the same text produces new responses each time.
Teachers, however, have been charged to disrupt more than this. Teaching is a
disruptive activity. However, as living is a matter of continuous change (not just
change brought about by conscious management such as through school and
teaching), what is key to its success is how students respond to this disruption:
whether they see the teacher’s words as more inviting than threatening, and then
whether they wish to accept the invitation. For young children, who need adult
guidance to survive, the choice is perhaps less difficult: one had better do as the
teacher says. For teenagers, indeed for anyone old enough to have formed their
own opinions about education, the situation is very different. Nevertheless, the
development – or the reinforcement - of self-identity continues, and school is part
of that continuation, so teachers are in a privileged as well as a difficult position, as
important voices in the unfolding of many personal dramas.

Drawing these strands together, it can be argued that good teaching is about
positive identity development of students (Stables, 2003), such that it produces what
they, and others, will come to regard as significant events in their life-stories
(Stables, Jones and Morgan, 1998), acknowledging, after Derrida, that such
identities and memories are never fully fixed. It achieves this, paradoxically,
through challenges to self-identity that must be very carefully handled if they are
not to backfire. On one hand, this view of teaching may appear negative, insofar as
it casts considerable doubt over the degree to which teachers can actually control
student outcomes; thus the current vogue for teaching towards the realization of
fixed “learning objectives” the attainment of which determines the status of the
teacher, is fallacious. On the other hand, if such mechanistic, crude accountability
models can be done away with (and they are a recent innovation), there are
theoretical frameworks that can guide teaching along both more realistic and more
fruitful lines, from a fully semiotic perspective. There is not the space here to
discuss such models at length, but three, at least, deserve special mention. None was
devised with reference to semiotics, yet all tend in roughly the same direction as the
fully semiotic perspective argued for here. These models are those of Dewey (e.g.
1902, 1915, 1916), Lave and Wenger (1991) and Rom Harré (Harré, 1983; Harré
and van Langenhove, 1999). Each can be summarized briefly as follows.

Dewey argues for children to undertake meaningful tasks with real social
outcomes in a real social context. Lave and Wenger offer perhaps the best
known development of this “community of inquiry” theme. (Incidentally, the term
“community of inquiry” derives from Peirce: Liszka, 1996, p. 99) On Lave and
Wenger’s account, the student is a “legitimate peripheral” member of a community
engaged in a certain kind of venture, be it science, history, the appreciation of
literature or whatever: it is a broadly communitarian development of an apprenticeship
model of teaching that resonates strongly with Ludwig Wittgenstein’s vivid
capsulation of the experience of learning not as a mental act but as know(ing)
how to go on with respect to a “language game” or “form of life” (Wittgenstein, 1967,
S154 and elsewhere). Harré is a discursive psychologist (a position similar to Jerome Bruner’s) who sees all psychological and social-psychological development as inextricable from language and cultural interaction. Harré has developed two ideas that are particularly useful in this context. The first is that of the identity project (1983) and the second that of positioning (1999). Each sees the development of individual identity in the context of social action. In his earlier work, Harré identifies the Identity Project as a continuous cycle of self-development involving Conventionalisation, Appropriation, Transformation and Publication. (For fuller explanations, see Stables, Morgan and Jones, 1999 and Stables, 2005.) The important contribution this makes to a fully semiotic teaching methodology is in showing how the student’s individual and collaborative actions contribute simultaneously to her own self-development, her mastery of the subject and (if marginally) to the culture (including the subject) itself. It is also a model that valorizes both process and product, for without the Publication element, which guarantees the student feedback on her work, the process is inconclusive. Harré’s second, related, contribution is that of his theory of Positioning. As throughout his work, the emphasis here is on identity development in terms of balancing personal and social identities: that is, we need to fit in with others to an appropriate extent, while also being unique individuals to an appropriate extent. (The parallel with semiotics is clear here. We read texts – for example – as members of “interpretive communities” (Fish, 1980) that share perspectives and interpretative frameworks, yet our individual readings are never quite like anyone else’s.) Harré effectively has the individual asking, in any given situation, what he would do in such a situation, given his life story so far, and what action will preserve the appropriate balance of social acceptance and individual difference. Harré construes the individual as seeing himself rather as a protagonist in a drama, constrained but not strictly determined by unfolding events. Others who have developed the idea of social life as drama include the rhetorician Kenneth Burke (Burke, 1945; Rutten and Soetaert, 2009).

Such theoretical resources can be brought to bear in the development of a fully semiotic approach to teaching. Overall, such an approach will tend to differ from both content-centred, highly didactic “traditional” approaches and process-centred, or learner-centred, “progressive” ones. Content-centred education erroneously divorces content from process; highly didactic approaches naively assume that what a teacher means is what the student who hears him will mean. Process-centred approaches, however, often rely on a decontextualised view of process that does not relate to cultural practices, including academic disciplines, which have their own distinctive rules and norms (what Wittgenstein referred to as “language games” or “forms of life”). Learner-centred approaches can all too easily regard the learner as a given rather than an identity in flux and under construction. Rather than these, a fully semiotic approach to teaching might best be thought of as activity-centred and learner-aware. That is, as all life is activity, learning activities are simply activities selected in the hope of certain outcomes, and, as people respond according to their individual contexts, the more teachers are aware of students’ personalities, backgrounds and present circumstances, the more likely they are to engage them in activities that will be motivating.
In many respects, the attempt to adopt a fully semiotic perspective can simplify teaching, not least by removing anxiety raised by the over-emphasis on unhelpful dualisms. The division into of the self into several discrete elements is eschewed in favour of a holistic (if shifting, even deferred) view of the pupil as responding agent. There really are no grounds for making clear distinctions between, for example, technical, practical, spiritual and moral activities and development, for example, except insofar as certain activities are commonly classified this way. The fact that certain students prefer practical activities to intellectual ones, or tend to be more “instinctive and emotional” rather than “balanced and rational” can reflect a number of influences, both biological and more immediately environmental (for biological adaptation is environmental), but the distinctions between, say, thought and feeling are not absolute on a semiotic account, for reaction to a situation can involved physical arousal (emotion), the running through of linguistic scripts (reasoning/ language) and a combination of these (feeling), yet these are all related. It is a matter of emphasis, not of dividing the curriculum so that each part deals exclusively with one aspect of human response, or even with a neatly defined combination of them.

FROM CURRICULUM TO POLICY

Issues of what should be taught are inevitably bound up with issues concerning what students should be made to study. An entirely voluntary curriculum would arguably not merit the title. In this section, therefore, I offer four criteria that might be used to assess the degree of compulsion that might be justified with respect to (particularly) formal schooling. There is no attempt here to develop a full curriculum theory, or to suggest that a fully semiotic perspective would result in one rigid formulation for curriculum. There are, however, principles at play. First, if living is semiotic engagement, and children are just as much alive as adults are, then children are just as much semiotic engagers as adults are, albeit they are not as experienced so need (diminishing amounts of) protection from aspects of adult society. This partly challenges the deficit model of childhood, dominant since at least Aristotle, that positions children as “not yet able” in almost all important respects, and is a driver of modern thinking about schooling and education more broadly (Stables, 2008b). Insofar as a fully semiotic approach also challenges dualistic notions of rationality (vs. desire, emotion or instinct), it renders children as rationalizing as much as adults, though it is important here to distinguish between rationalizing and rational, since the latter is a value judgment that might still retain its validity on a fully semiotic account. Nevertheless, a fully semiotic perspective offers serious challenges to assumptions that have underpinned the treatment of children in society for some time. Secondly, as stated previously (for it is crucial to the overall argument), semiotic engagement never has fully predictable outcomes. Whatever educational policies are adopted, therefore, there is never a guarantee that the outcomes will be as hoped; rather, it is certain that in some respects they will not! This of itself militates against heavily centralized social planning and steers thinking towards solutions that are more likely to be light-touch,
responsive to local and contextual variation and not over resource intensive, as opposed to those that are heavily bureaucratic, centralized, expensive or authori-

tarian.

I suggest the following four following criteria for considering how far educational provision should be both specified and compulsory:

– The moral case: formal, compulsory schooling is morally justifiable and justified (i.e. we have the right and the duty to impose it on people);
– The empowerment case: there is a net learning effect for individuals (i.e. you learn more from going to school than if you do not);
– The economic case: there is a net economic gain for society (i.e. people are better off overall for going to school than otherwise); and
– The equity case: there is a net social gain (other than economic) in terms of equity or equality of opportunity or social cohesion (i.e. society is fairer, or more just, or more united as a result). (See Stables, 2009 for a fuller discussion of these.)

What might consideration of these four criteria have to offer a fully semiotic perspective on curricular policy and the provision of formal education more broadly?

Regarding the moral case: if there is one consideration that a fully semiotic perspective stresses above all others, it is that each person has her own view of the world. This does not render her either ontologically free, in the classical liberal tradition of autonomous rational agent, or fully determined as on a Marxist account. People can be distinctive and creative without enjoying absolute freedom, and social and related without being predictable machines. If we regard that person has having human rights, then we have to acknowledge that she has as much right to that view of the world as anyone else. In this minimal but important sense, a fully semiotic approach is egalitarian. Furthermore, as semiotic engagement includes all form of action, then she has the right to enact her view of the world within such constraints as rights-based societies deem necessary for the protection of self and others (acknowledging the wide range of possible interpretations of this basic position). Parents have views about education that, therefore, should be taken seriously by planners and policy-makers. Students, however, have views too, though they are not, unless they are over eighteen, granted full human rights. If, therefore, a child states. “I do not want to go to school today,” the view must be respected even if it cannot feasibly be enacted. On the other hand, parents and educational providers in loco parentis have a duty of care that, as it stands, includes the requirement to ensure the child receives education. This seems to be an impasse unless the boundaries between adult/parent and child/student are softened. In other words, adults/parents should negotiate with children/students.

While such a softening may look like an abrogation of responsibilities from one perspective, from another it is merely an acceptance of the inevitable. Many young children do not have views about whether they want to go to school in general and, when such a view is expressed on a particular day there is often a hidden reason for it: perhaps fear of a teacher, bullying or the onset of illness. Parents of very young children are, therefore, wise to grant such requests validity and it is not a withdrawal
of responsibility from the final decision so to do. The case of the fifteen-year-old who takes against school, however, is very different. Young people of this age have strong, often principled, views about society that might inform disaffection with school. They are also, in effect, usually only dependent on their parents financially, in terms of basic survival. In other words, they are reasoning, though immature, persons with strongly held views. A fully semiotic perspective holds not only that they may have such views but that they inevitably will have them and that laws concerning the age of majority will have very limited effect on what such views are. In this case, the currently sanctioned response – that they must be made to attend, and that parents are responsible if they do not – seems wholly inadequate. Whose interests does it serve? Not the parent, who cannot control the “child” (for “child” is partly a misnomer in this case); not the child, who is determined to rebel, so will do so within school, to little ultimate effect other than the distraction of self and others; not the broader society, that spends money on this child’s education with little positive outcome, and certainly not the teacher whose life is made difficult by his presence in class.

Notwithstanding the logic of making teenagers more accountable for the consequences of their own responses (for example, perhaps, by allowing them to try to find their way in the jobs market without qualifications), social policy has tended in recent years to act more and more in terms of control and reinforcement. This can to some extent be explained by the acceptance that schools are only in part educational institutions. It is a necessary but not sufficient condition of schools that they educate. It is not a sufficient condition in that schools have to exist in any case to keep young people out of the way while “adults” (for not all these are mature, reliable creatures either) get on with their economic lives. Schools are integral elements of social organization in so-called “developed” countries.

To move closer to a fully semiotic position on the moral case would therefore require critical reappraisal in two areas: what we mean by childhood, cf. adulthood, and what we mean by schooling. On one level, the way forward seems clear: the existing conceptual demarcation between child and adult is far too clear-cut, creating a deficit view of young people who must be kept out of the way of normal society, thus necessitating the ever-increasing provision of institutional education, so to move on from this we need a greater realization that the transition from childhood to adulthood is gradual, fluid and not uniform between persons, that adulthood is not much more a fixed and final state than childhood, and that the services young people require to develop as individuals and citizens will vary from case to case and can be, at least in part, articulated by the young people themselves. That this is not fully acknowledged points to a lazy society that attempts to standardise and mechanise education in the forlorn hope that this will make things better when really it is holding up the development of the young people it purports to serve, while wasting large amounts of money in the process providing people with services different from those they would elect to receive. To adopt a fully semiotic perspective would surely entail respecting the meaning-making of others in the world, which in turn implies a positive orientation towards listening to, and negotiating with young people who are old enough to argue a case.
Clearly, this perspective invites a shift of emphasis rather than promising an end point. Schools, for example, cannot simply be replaced or radically altered tomorrow, and children – young children, anyway – cannot simply be left unattended. However, insofar as this shift of emphasis is called for, it should reasonably apply to the details of curriculum as well as to the general provision of schooling. I have argued to some time (e.g., Stables, 1996) that curriculum planning should acknowledge as one of its aims the movement towards experiential autonomy, and that one of the strongest ways of doing this is to educate young people in choice so that they are not summarily ejected from a highly limited choice environment into a highly individualized globalised risk society (Beck, 1992). Again, this runs counter to recent trends in countries such as the UK, where curricular compulsion has tended to increase. However, whatever the temptation to argue that “all young people need to know….” X or Y, a fully semiotic perspective will stress that no one makes sense of X or Y exactly the same as someone else within the contexts of their own lives, that neither X nor Y means anything anyway outside contexts of use, and that no previous attempts at standardizing the curriculum have resulted in levelling of outcomes, let alone greater collective understanding. There is no clear evidence that people who have experienced more broad and balanced curricula are more broad and balanced personalities! Furthermore, if a Darwinian adaptation model is preferred to “learning theory”, it can be argued that variety is key to future thriving, and that homogeneity is dangerous.

In summary, the moral case depends on relations with young people and cannot merely be settled with respect to adults’ convenience. A real parental or adult duty of care must involve full recognition of the validity of the child’s own semiosis.

This validation is crucial to the child’s capacity to make the most of the opportunities schooling can provide (bearing in mind that an “opportunity” it always something subjectively taken rather than objectively provided). If the current arrangement is lazy (and, after all, each protesting adolescent does not have to put up with it for long before finding himself on the other side of the fence, so young people themselves will not change the system), it is also wasteful. Every time a disaffected teenager is asked to put up with formal education for another week, month or term, that is a week, month or term during which that person may well not be developing as fully as she might. It has already been established that, on a fully semiotic account, schooling and formal education cannot validly be said to hold a monopoly over learning; indeed, an obsession with “learning” (thinly veiled as coming to know and do what the authorities have stipulated) can rather be seen as anti-educational, with the very emphasis on learning positioning the child (but not the adult) as needing to learn and thus dependent. Therefore, it cannot be argued that school teaches you how to learn where “learning” is a facet of self-empowerment. To meet this criterion requires the willingness of the learner.

Not only is school narrow in its expectations, it also keep young people dependent insofar as it denies them opportunities to realize the consequences of their intended actions. A fully semiotic position is philosophically pragmatic. That is, meaning is meaning-in-use and what something means to us is determined by
what it turns out to be. In Peirce’s words: “Consider what effects, which conceivably
might have practical bearings, we conceive the object of our conception to have.
Then our conception of these effects is the whole of our conception of the object.”
(C.S. Peirce, in Urmson and Rée, 1989:256) Again, however, to allow young people
to make mistakes, as well as to discover success in the world requires adults taking
the risk of allowing them space within daily society, an inconvenience that we do
not, collectively, seem keen to subject ourselves to. The greater the compulsion
within schooling, therefore, including within the curriculum, the less students are
exposed to the consequences of their own choices, and thus the greater the constraints
on their self-development. To repeat, however: this is only the case insofar as
compulsion is conceived of, and thus acted against, as a constraint.

The overall economic case for compulsory education is highly speculative, and
beyond the powers of the present author to develop in any convincing or
worthwhile manner. However, although one can show a correlation between the
extent of formal, including compulsory education and the overall financial of
nations, this does not necessarily mean that the former causes the latter. Although it
may be the case that many of the skills employed to drive economic growth are
derived, in whole or part, from school, they are clearly not all so derived. Nor does
individual school success always determine financial success. Extending the debate
into higher education, although recent data from the UK and elsewhere continue to
suggest that graduates earn more than non-graduates, there are several ways of
measuring this. The fact that a degree “pays” in one context does not guarantee its
paying in another; there must come a point at which returns diminish, as a wholly
graduate population would not bestow any advantage to graduates. Either way,
there are reasons to doubt whether ever-increasing formal education will lead to
ever-increased prosperity. It might also be added that the worlds of school and
work are often highly dissimilar, thus throwing into question the value of schooling
as preparation for the labour market.

Finally, it has already been ascertained that institutionalized respect for the
unpredictable worldviews of others is possible only within a society that is liberal
insofar as it is committed to basic human rights (rights of freedom of speech,
assembly, belief, religion and so on). It has also been noted that there are many
interpretations of such a commitment. Simply to adopt a fully semiotic perspective
as ground for beliefs is not, of itself, enough to argue the case for or against, for
example, positive discrimination, the extension of welfare, or the extent of redistrib-
ution of wealth. However, a fully semiotic commitment can always inform
such deliberations, throwing up questions such as the following: “If individual
perspectives never fully cohere, how far should identity politics assume homoge-
nity within ethnic or cultural groups?” and “To what extent is it possible to
think in terms of social contracts when individual preferences are aspects of
worldviews rather than conceptually dissociable from them?” It is far beyond the
scope of this chapter to resolve these issues. However, they are not only issues for
policy makers, important in consideration of how far schooling and curriculum
should be specified, but can inform the curriculum directly, in terms of its content
(what is perceived as relevant or important for particular constituencies) and its
delivery or transaction by teachers and students (the emphases within subjects, the issues addressed and the role of debate in addressing them). The potentially foundational elements of a fully semiotic perspective that might be brought to bear on such issues are as follows: that humans do not have separate minds and bodies but engage with their environments as a whole; that such engagement is always context dependent in the broadest sense, and therefore that actions and responses always have an element of unpredictability as well as being grounded in socially accepted patterns; and, finally, that this is true for all people, of all ages, in all situations. Indeed, this may be the only thing that is true for all people in all situations, and thus form the only safe basis for a more secure and flourishing interdependent future.
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